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PARTITIONS AND CONGRUENCES IN ALGEBRAS 
IV. ASSOCIABLE SYSTEMS 
TRAN DUC MAI, Brno 
(Received August 1973) 
We recall briefly some definitions and results with which it is possible to get 
acquainted in the introductory paragraphs of the paper [11]. The notion of partition 
on a set was studied in many papers, e.g. [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14]. A partition in 
a set G is a partition on a subset of the set G. The elements of the partition are called 
blocks and the union u A of all blocks of the partition A is called the domain of the 
partition A. The set P(G) of all partitions in the set G is in a one-to-one correspondence 
with the set of all symmetric and transitive binary relations (ST-relations) in G. The 
papers [2, 5, 11, 12] deal with the partitions „in", to a smaller extent also [3, 4]. 
Under the congruence in a universal algebra (G, Q) we understand the stable ST-rela-
tion in the algebra (G, Q). By the symbol JT(G) we denote the lattice of all congruences 
in (G, Q)9 symbols v ^ , V r mean the supremum in the lattice Jf(G). As a rule, ho-
wever, we write simply v , V instead of v P , \fP for the supremum in the lattice P(G). 
4.0 In the paper [8] the concept of associable system of partitions on a set was 
introduced and in [6] it was generalized for the partitions in a set. In [14] the term of 
"absolutely permutable system of relations of equivalence" was used for the same 
concept; see also [7]. This concept represents a generalization of the permutability 
of partitions in a set for a system {Al9 A2} of two partitions in a set G is associable if 
and only if Al9 A2 commute [6] Lemma 1.2, see also 4.3. In this paper we consider 
a system of congruences in an algebra G associable if the corresponding system of 
partitions in G is associable. Many theorems in the sequel use and generalize results 
of the paper [6] on partitions and apply them to the congruences in algebras, especially 
in O-groups. Main general results for the partitions are included in Theorems 4.17, 
4.19 and 4.22. 
4.1 Definition. A system {A( : i e F} of partitions in a set G is called associable if 
it satisfies: For any system $t = {xt : ieT} of elements of the set G fulfilling 
xa( V -4,) y? (oc, peF) there holds one of the following conditions: 
(4.1,1) x e G exists such that x'A.x, i e F 
(4A,2) a e F and A\ e Aa exist such that 21 g A* and if A\ n u Ap 7-= 0 for some 
peT9 then A\eA$. ([6], Definition 1.2) 
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4.2 Definition. A system of congruences {At : ieT} in an algebra G is called 
associable if the system of partitions {A. : i e F} in the set G is associable. 
4.3 A system {Ax, A2} of partitions in a set G is associable if and only if the partitions 
At,A2 commute. ([6], Lemma 1.2) 
Proof. Let the system {A1? A2} be associable, x
1A2A1x
2. Then xl{Ax v A2)x
2. 
If the condition (4.1,1) is satisfied, then xeG exists such that x1A1xA2x
2, hence 
xiAxA2x
2. If (4.1,2) holds, there exists a e { l , 2} and a block A\ eAa such that 
x1, x2 e A\. For any i e {1, 2} there is A\ n u A , ?- 0 since x1 or x2 e A\ n u At. 
Thus A1 e A.(r = 1, 2), i.e. (x l , x2) e Ax n A2 g AXA2. Hence A2At e AXA2. The 
reverse inclusion can be proved symmetricaliy. Hence the required equality. 
Conversely, let the partitions Al9 A2 commute and let x
l(Al v A2)x
2. By [12] 




2. In the 
first case xeG exists such that x1A1xA2x
2, consequently (4.V1) holds. In the second 
case xl, x2 e A\ for some block (say a = 1) A\ e Ax. If for i = 2 there exists an 
element x e A\ n \J A2, then x
2AxxA2y for some y e G; from the permutability of 






fore the condition (4.1,1) is satisfied. The last case x*A2x
2 is symmetric to the preced-
ing one. 
4.4 A system {A. : i e F} of partitions on a set G is associable if and only if for any 
system {xl : i e F} of elements of G with x" V dtx
p (a, ft e F) there holds (4. VI). In 
ier 
particular, a system of two partitions on the set G is associable if and only if these 
partitions commute. 
Proof follows immediately from definition 4.2; the second part from 4.3. 
4.5 If{At:ieF}is an associable system of partitions in a set G, 0 ^ A £ F, then 
the system {A, : i e A} is associable as well. In particular any two partitions of an 
associable system commute. 
([6], Theorem 2.1) 
4.6 We shall study more in detail the structure of an associable system of partitions. 
Let A = {A. : i e F} be an associable system of partitions in a set G. Let G0 = f) u A. 
iel 
Then the following propositions 4.6A to 4.6.6 hold. 
4.6.1 If a system SU = {xl : i e F} of elements of G satisfying xa V 4tx
p (a, /?eF) 
i e r 
has the property (4.1,1), then $1 is a subset of some block Ve y At and the blocks of 
every A. cover the set V. 
Remark. Such a system 31 and block V e V A will be called a system of the 1st kind 
e r 
and a block of the 1st kind. 
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Proof. The first assertion is clear. Further let y e V, i e F. Then there exists x e G 
such that xlAlxlAaix2 ... xnAany for some a-, . . . , ccn e F, xL,..., x„ e G, otherwise 
written xlAtAai ... Aany. From the permutability of partitions of the system A 
(4.3 and 4.5) it follows that xrAai ... AanAty, thus y e u A.. 
4.6.2 Lel V be a b/Oek Of the 1st kind, » = { / : i e r } i K Then 93 is a system 0/ 
the 1st kind. 
Proof. If 23 has the property (4.1,2), there exist a e F and Aa e Aa such that 93 g 
g Aa. By 4.6.1 Aa n u A, =£ 0, i e F, thus Aa eA . , ieT. Hence any element 
x e Aa satisfies the condition (4.1,1), consequently 93 is a system of the 1st kind. 
4.6.3 Lel V be a block of the 1st kind, a, b e V. Then aAaApbfor all a, p e F, a # P-
In other words: for a, ft eF , a 7-= P, every block of the partition Aa contained in V is 
incident with every block of the partition Ap contained in V. 
Proof. By 4.6.2 the system 93 = {yl : 1 e F} g V where y" = a, / = b is of the 
1st kind, there exists then x e G such that yaAax, y
pApx, thus aAaApb. 
4.6.4 Let V be a block of the 1st kind. Then V is a block of every partition AaAp, 
a, Per, oc ^ p. 
Proof. AaAp is a partition according to [12] 3A as Aa, Ap are permutable partitions 
by 4.3 and 4.5. The assertion follows from 4.6.3 and from the relation AaAp = V At. 
i e T 
4.6.5 G0 = n u A. is union of all blocks of the 1st kind. 
i e T 
Proof. By 4.6.1 every block of the 1st kind is a subset of G0. Conversely, let 
xeG0. Then {x
l : ieT}, where xl = x, 1 eF, is a system of the first kind, thus the 
block of the partition V Al containing x is of the 1st kind (and is contained in G0). 
IeT 
4.6.6 IfVe V Atis not a block of the 1st kind (i.e. if V is not a subset of G0), lhen 
I € T 
it is a block of every A. the domain of which intersects V. 
Proof. If V is not a block of the 1st kind, any system 93 = {xl : 1 e F} Q V 
satisfies (4. 1, 2) (by 4.6.2). Then there exist a e F and Aa e Aa such that -B g Aa and 
there is Aa g V. If Aa n u At 7- 0 holds for some 1 6 F, then Aa e At. Thus V = 
= Aa e A. for all such 1 e F. 
4.7 Now let G be an O-group and {At : 1 e F} be an associable system of congruen-
ces in G. The following propositions 4.7A to 4.7.5 hold. 
4.7.1 (V At) (O) = X At(O) = Aa(0) + Ap(0) c Go for any a, P e F, a # jB. 
| 6 T l€T 
Proof. The block V = ( V ^ t ) ( O ) is of the 1st kind since the system 
# i e T 
{*' = O r i e f } is of the 1st kind. By 4.6.5 Vg G0. Whenever a ^ p(a,per), by 
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4.6.3 Aa(0) is incident with every block of the congruence Ap contained in V and 
these blocks of the partition Ap cover V(by 4.6.1). Thus V = Aa(O) + A^(O). 
4.7.2 If for some a, fi e F, a ^ P the domains u Aa, u Aft are incident outside G0, 
then At(0) g ^a(O) = A^O) for all i e F. 
Proof. Let x e u Aa n u Ap n (G \ G0). Then x e u ( V At)9 hence x
a V Atx
p 
L e r i e r 
(a, /feF) holds for the system {xf = x : / e F } . By 4.6.5 this system is not 
of the 1st kind, therefore the condition (4.1,2) is satisfied for some index y e F and 
some block AlyeAy. Since xeA^nuAa, xeAJnuA^, there holds A
1 eA a , 
A1 eAp, consequently Aa(O) = Ay(0) = A^(O). 
The inclusion At(O) g Aa(0) (i e F) can be obtained from 4.7.1 in the following 
way: Aa(O) = Aa(O) + Ap(0) = Aa(O) + A.(O) for all i e F, i ^ a, then At(O) £ 
£ 4.(0). 
4.7.3 G0 / X 4 ( 0 ) = V r ( 4 H G0) = V P (-4, n Go) ( = V). The partition VR 4 
ier ier le r ier 
as a set of its blocks contains the set of blocks Kl). 
As for the symbol n see [3] I 2.3: A n G0 = {A
1 n G0 : A
1 e A, A* n G0 4= 0} 
Proof. The first equality follows from 4.7A (the system {A , PG 0 : i e f } is 
associable), the second from the fact that A. n G0 are congruences on the O-group G0 
(for congruences on an algebra there is namely VJT = V P ) - The last assertion follows 
from 4.7.1 for A,(O) g G0, JeT. 
4.7.4 It ho/ds the following equality between the sets of blocks VR A. = G0 / £ A .(0) u 
u U [ ^ \ ( ^ n g ] . 
i e r 
Proof follows from 4.7.3 and 4.6.6. 
4.8 Definition. We shall say that the subset H g G respects a partition A in G if 
there holds: A1 e A, A1 n H ^ 0 => A1 g H. 
4.8.1(a) I/{^j : i e f } w an associable system of partitions in a set G, then each oj 
the sets u Aa, a e F, Go = fl
 u 4 aspects each of the partitions Apy ft e F, V 4 -
(b) I/* A /s a congruence in an Q-group G, H a subgroup of the additive group G, 
fhefl H respects the partition A if and only if A(0) g H-
Proof, (a) Let Ve V 4 let A1 be a block of a partition Aa for which Aa g V 
i e r 
and let G0 = U u 4 - By 4.6.6 it holds: Vn G0 = 0 => V = A
1 g u Aa. Let 
Vn G0 5* 0. If V is a block of the 1st kind, there is V g G0 g u Aa (4.6.5). If V 
is not a block of the 1st kind, then by 4.6.6 V = Aa, therefore again V = A
1 g u Aa. 
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We have proved that u Aa respects the partition V At. Hence it already follows the 
ier 
assertion (a), 
(b) is evident. 
4.8.2 Definition. Let A = {At : i e F} be a system of partitions in a set G, 0 ^ H e 
g G. Under A n H we understand the system {A. n H : i e F}. 
4.9 A system A = {At : i e F} of partitions in a set G is associable if and only if for 
G0 = U u A. there hO/ds: 
l € T 
(4.9.1) A n G0 is an associable system of partitions (on G0): 
(4.9.2) G0 respects the partition A., i e T; 
(4.9.3) a, per, A*a e Aa9 A\eAp, A,
1 n A,* n (G \ G0) ^ 0 => Aa
x = A ^ . 
([6] Lemma 2.2) 
Remark. 1. In the Theorem it is possible to write instead of "for G0 = f) u A, 
there holds" "there exists a subset G0 g G such that it holds" together with the fact 
that the requirement "on G0" in (4.9A) will not be in the parantheses. 
This latter formulation is used in [6] Lemma 2.2. From the proof of this lemma it 
follows that the formulation given in 4.9 can be used equivalently and that for G0 
the union of all blocks of the 1st kind of the partition V At can be taken. By 4.6.5 
t e E 
there is G0 = f| u At. 
t e E 
2. 4.3 follows immediately from 4.9. 
4.10 In the following theorems 4.10.1 and 4.10.2 which can be obtained by an 
easy modification of Theorem 4.9 for congruences in an Q-group G, appropriate 
variants regarding G0 as in Remark to 4.9 can be applied. 
4.10.1 A system A = {At : i e F} of congruences in an Q-group G is associable if and 
only if there holds for G0 = H
 u At 
ier 
(4.10.1) A n Go is an associable system of congruences (on the Q-group G0); 
(4.10.2) A,(0)g G0,ier, 
(4.10.3) a, /» 6F. (u Aa n u Ap) \ G0 # 0 => Aa(O) = Ap(0). 
4.10.2 A system {A. : t e F} of congruences in an Q-group G is associable if and only 
if for G0 = P| u At there holds: 
ier 
(4.10.4) At(0) is an ideal of G0,ieT; 
(4.10.5) {G0/At(O) : i e T} is an associable system of congruences (on the Q-group G0); 
(4.10.6) a, fi e F, (u Aa n u Afi) \ G0 4= 0 => Aa(0) = Afi(0). 
4.11 Let a system {Ar : le T} consist of two congruences in an .Q-group G(F = 
= {1, 2}). Then the condition (4.10,1) is always satisfied because two congruences on 
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an O-group commute and then they are associable by 4.4. Condition (4.10,3) is 
satisfied trivially. Hence, by 4.10.1 we obtain the following statement. 
Congruences Al9A2 in an .0-group form an associable system if and only if 
AlvO) u A2(0) e u Aj n u A2, which is by 3.9 [12] equivalent to the permutability 
of congruences Ai9 A2. Thus we have recovered Theorem 4.3 for congruences in 
an .Q-group. 
4.11.0 If we use Theorem 4.9 for a pair of congruences in an algebra, then taking 
regard to Theorem 4.3 we obtain the following propositions 4.11.1 and 4.11.2: 
4.11.1 Congruences A t, A2 in an algebra G commute if and only if for the subalgebra 
G0 = u Ai n u A2 there holds: 
(4.11,1) Congruences Ax n G0, A2 n G0 (on G0) commute', 
(4.H,2) G0 respects the partitions Al9 A2. 
4.11.2 Let G be an algebra of a variety in which congruences "on" commute. Then it 
holds: Congruences Al9 A2in the algebra G commute if and only if the set u Ax n \J A2 
respects the partitions Al9 A2. 
E.g., the class of all O-groups and the class of all relatively complemented lattices 
(see 0.4 [11]) fulfil the assumptions of Theorem 4.11.2. 
4.12 An example of a system of congruences on an D-group (that is of a system of 
congruences commuting in pairs) which is not associable. 
Let card F ^ 3, G = £ Z., card Z. ^ 2, Z. being an arbitrary O-group (i e F). 
i e T 
For any i e F, the set At(0) = {(... O, al9 O, ...) : ax e Z j is an ideal in G, A, = 
= G/A .(O) is a congruence on the ;Q-group G. The system {A. : i e F} is not associable. 
Suppose the contrary. For a e F let there be xa e £ Zl9 x
a = (..., ba, ...) (b* e Z t). 
I 6 T 
Since Ax are congruences on .O-group, there holds (\fPAt)(0) = (y^A,)(0) = 
i e T i e T 
= £ A / O ) . Hence xa y Atx
p (a, p e T). By our supposition (see 4.4) there exists 
i e T i e T 
x = (..., bf, ...) € G such that x
aAax(a e F). Thus for every i9 a e F, i + a, we have 
got (4.12,1) b, = bl 
Choose three distinct indices z, a, j8 e F and pick xa, xp such that ba ^ bf. But by 
(4.12,1) it follows ba = bt = bf, contrary to the choice of x
a, xp. 
4.13 Example 4A2 shows that, in general, the following theorem does not hold: 
If A = {A. : ieT} is an associable system of congruences in an 0-group G, B 
a congruence in G permutable with all Ai91 e F, then the system {B} u A is associable. 
The Theorem does not hold even in the case of congruences "on". 
Proof. The system {Al9 A2i A3} from example 4.1 (for card F = 3) which is not 
associable arises from the associable system {Al9A2} being extended by a con-
gruence A$ (which commutes with Ax and A2 as well). 
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4.14 Let A, B, C be partitions in a set G. Then A(B n C) g AB n AC. If A g C, 
then A(B n C) = AB n AC = AB n C. Analogous relations hold for binary relations 
(B n C) A, BA n CA, BA n C. 
Proof. x[/4(B n C)] z => y e G exists such that xA>(B r\ C)z => xAyBz, xAyCz => 
=> xACz, xABz => x(AB n AC) z. A(B n C) g AB n AC is proved. 
Let A <, C. Then AC g CC = C, consequently AB n AC g AB n C. Now, if 
x(AB n C) z, then xCz and y e G exists such that xAyBz; then with regard to A g C 
there will be xCV and with regard to xCz we get yCz. Hence xAy(B n C) z, 
x[A(B n C)] z and therefore AB n C g A(B n C). Finally, AB n C <> A(B n C) g 
g AB n AC g AB n C. 
4.14.1 Let B, C be partitions in a set G. Then B(B n C) = B n BC, (B n C) B = 
= B n CB. 
The proof follows directly from 4A4 if we put by turns B, C, B instead of A, B, C. 
4.14.2 Lef A, B, C be partitions in a set G, A 51 C. I/*A, B commute, then A, B A C 
commute and A A B, B A C commute. 
Proof. By [12] 3.1, AB A C is a partition, by 4.14, A(B A C) is a partition so 
that by [12] 3.1 again A, B A C commute. If we apply the very proved assertion on 
the triple B A C, A, B, we get the second assertion of the Theorem. 
4.14.3 If partitions B, C in a set G commute, then B, B A C commute. 
The proof follows from 4.14.2 if we put B, C, B instead of A, B, C. 
4.15 1. Let A, Bt(i e F) be partitions in a set G.IfA commutes with every Bl9 le F, 
then A commutes with V B. • 
2. Let A, B.(i G F) be congruences in an Q-group G. A, /\ B. commute if and only if 
(1 u Bt a -4(0), u A 3 0 -9.(0). 
( 6 L t e E 
Proof. The first proposition is Theorem 2.2 [6], the second one follows directly 
from [12] 3.9, 
Remark. The second assertion holds if A, B,(i e T) commute or more generally 
if u B, 2 A(O) for all i G F, u A $ B.(tT) for some z e F. From 4.15 we get easily 
the following consequences a) to d): 
For congruences A, B, C, D in an Q-group G there holds: 
a) A, A A B commute if and only ifu B 2 A(O). 
b) Lel A, B commute. A, B A C commute if and only ifu C 2 A(O). (See [6] 
Corollary 2.8.) 
c) Let A, B commute. Then A A D, B A C commute if and only ifu C 2 A(O) n 
n D(O), u D 2 B(O) n C(O). (See [6] Corollary 2.9). 
d) If A, B commute, A <i C 5i B, lhen A, C commute and B, C commute. 
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Infact, A, C commute by b), B, C by a). 
The assertion d) is a special case of the following general assertion e) which follows 
directly from [12] 3.9. 
e) Let {At : i e F} be a system of congruences in an Q-group G. Then 
Aa, Ap commute (a, p e T)o \J At(0) g (J u At. 
i e T l e T 
4.16 Let A, Bt(i e F) be congruences in an algebra, let A commute with the Jf-supre-
mum of every finite subset of the system Bt(i e F). Then A commutes with V^r Bt. 
16T 
The proof follows from 4.15(1) and from the fact that V;r I?, = V?CX, where Cx 
runs through ^-suprema of all finite subsets of the system Bt(i e F) (see [11] 1.2). 
4.17 Let A = {A, : i e F} be an associable system of partitions in a set G, G0 = 
= P| u A.. Let B = {Bt : i e F} be a system of partitions in G, H0 = f\ u Bt and 
i e T i e T 
let there holds Aa ^ Ba _ \f At, aer. Then the system B is associable if and only 
if for a, /ieT, A\ e Aa: 
(4.17.1) A1 n (H0 \ G0) T* 0 => B P A
1 is an associable system of partitions (on A1); 
(4.17.2) A1 n (U Bp \ U A^) n (G \ H0) ^ 0 => A,
1 s -5j for some B\ e Bfi. 
Remark. Condition (4.17,2) can be equivalently replaced by a formally stronger 
condition 
(4.17,2') A1 n (G \ H0) # 0, Al n u 2*, * 0 => ^ i e Br 
Proof. Suppose A is associable and Aa ^ Ba = y At, aeT. 
I. a e F, A,1 e Aa, A\ n (G \ G0) ± 0 => A
1 e Ba.' 
Indeed, there exists B\ e Ba with Aa s 5
1 . Let V be the block of the partition 
V Ax = V &i containing B
1. By 4.6.5 the block V is not of the 1st kind and by 4.6.6 
V = A1. From the relations B\ g V = A1 s Ba there follows A
1 = Ba. 
II. Let the conditions (4.17,1) and (4.17,2) be satisfied. We shall prove that the 
system B is associable. Let Ve V A, = V Bt, 31 = {x
l :i e T} s V. If V n G0 ^ 0, 
i e T i e T 
then by (4.9,2) for A there holds V g G0. By 4.6.5 Vis a block of the 1st kind for A. 
Consequently xeG exists such that xlAtx, i e T. From the relation A t ^ B. if follows 
then xlB,x, i e F. Thus U satisfies (4.1,1) for B. 
Let V g G \ G0. There exist a e F and Aa
r 6 Aa such that V 2 A
1. By (4.9,3) for A 
there is V = A1 and by I V = B\ for some block B\eBa. We can now distinguish 
two cases. 
First, let A1 n (H0 \ G0) ^ 0. V is a block of the partitions V C#. n A
1) because 
i e T 
Ba P A
1 contains B\(= V) for its unique block and u (Bt P A
1) g Aa for all i e F. 
By our assumption, B P A1 is an associable system of partitions. It follows that every 
element of the system B P AI is a partition on A1. Indeed, for the block A a of the 
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partition {A1} e B n A\ there holds A1 n \J u (B. n A\) = A\ n H0 # 0, then by 
i e T 
(4.9.2) for B n A1 there is A\ g f| VJ (Bt n -4«) = Ho, thus Aa
[ 3 u (Bt n A
1) 3 
i e T 
3 A\, u (B. n A1) = Aa for every 1 e F. By (4.17,1) and 4.431 satisfies (4.1,1) for B. 
Next, let A\ n (G \ H0) # 0. Then 31 verifies the condition (4.1,2) for B. To show 
it, we recall the relations 31 g V = B\ = A\ that was just proved. Now let Ba n 
n u Bfi # 0 for some /? e F. By our supposition A
1 is not incident with H0, conse­
quently Aa n u Bp n (G \ H0) # 0. If A
1 n (u B^ \ u A^) n (G \ H0) 7- 0, then 
using (4.17,2) A1 g Bj holds for some B\ eBp. From the relations V = B\ = A\ g 
g B^ g V it follows that Ba* = Bj. If A\ n u A^ n (G \ H0) # 0, then from the 
associability of A it follows that Aa = A\ for some A\ e Ap. Denote by B\ the block 
of the partition Bp for which B\ 3 A\. We have got A^ = A\ = B\ = V 3 B^ 3 A
1, 
then Ba = B^ . Thus the sufficiency of conditions (4.17,1) and (4.17,2) is proved. 
III. Let the system B be associable. We shall prove (4.17,1). Let A\ n (H0 \ G0) # 0 
be for some a e F and Aa e Aa. Then by (4.9,2) for A there is A\ g G \ G0 and by 
(4.9.3) for A A\ e V -4, = V Bt. By (4.9,2) for B A
1 g H0 is true (see also 4.8,l(a)) 
i e T i e T 
so that Bt n A
1 is a partition on Aa(i e F). If we denote by Ba the block of the parti­
tion Ba for which Ba 3 A
1, then according to I, there is A1 = B\. A\(= B\) is the 
unique block of the partition V (Bt n Aa). To prove it, it suffices to consider that 
I Є T 
u (B. n A\) g A1 (1 e F) and that Ba n A
1 has the unique block A1 = Ba. Then it 
follows that Bn A\ is an associable system of partitions on A1. Indeed, let 
xx V (Bt n A
1) x?(A, tier)holdfor3l = {x1 : 1 eF};then31 g A1. SinceA\e\/B n 
ieT i e T 
from the associability of B it follows either (4.1,1) or (4.1,2). In the first case there 
exists x e G such that xIBx(iGF), thus x belongs to the same block of the partition 
V Bt as all x'O e F), i.e. xeA
1. Hence x'C-^n A1) x(*eF). Then 31 satisfies (4.1,1) 
i e T 
for Bn A\. In the second case we shall prove that 31 satisfies (4.1,2) for Bn A1. 
There exist p e F and B\ e Bfi such that 31 g B\, then 31 g B^
1 n Aa(e Bp n A\). 
If (B\ n A\ n u (By n A
1) # 0 for some y e F, then B\ n u By # 0, thus B^
1 e By 
and hence B\ n A1 e By n A\. The associability of the system Bn A\ (i.e. the validity 
of the condition (4.17,1)) is proved in this way. 
We shall prove (4.17,2'). Let A1 n(G\ H0) # 0, A
1 n u B^ # 0 for some j8 e F. 
By (4.9,2) for A there is A1 g G\ G0. If A
1 n (H0 \ G0) # 0 held, then by the 
condition (4.17,1) the validity of which was just proved, it were A1 g fl u (Bt n A\) = 
ieT 
= H0 n A\, g H0 a contradiction. Hence A\ g G \ H0 so that A\ n u Bp n 
n(G\ H0) # 0. By I there is A
1 = B1 for some B1 e Ba. By (4.9,3) for B there will 
be A\ = B\eBp. This completes the proof. 
4.17.1 Let the notation from 4.17 hold, the system A be associable .and Aa g Ba ^ 
^ y Al9 aeT. Then it holds 
i e T 
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a) If G0 = Ho and if (4.17,2) is true, the assertion of Theorem 4.17 holds. 
b) The condition G0 = H0 does not guarantee that (4.17,2) is fulfilled. 
c)lfuAl=^Bl,i€r holds (which is the condition of Th. 2.3 [6]), in particula if 
A., i e F, are partitions on G, then the conditions (4.17,1) and (4.17,2) are satisfied. 
d) The equality u Aa = u Bafor some a e F is satisfied if each block of the partition 
Ba contains a block of the partition Aa. 
Proof, a) is evident. 
b) Example. Let G = {1, 2, 3, 4}, Ax = {{1}}, Bx = {{1}, {3}}, A2 = {{2}} = 
= B2, A3 = {{3, 4 } } = B 3 . Then G0 = 0 = H0, Ax = Bx, i e F ( = { l , 2, 3}), 
.VA. = V Bn {Aj , A2, A3} is an associable system. (4.17,2) is not satisfied since 
i e r i e r 
for A3 = {3, 4} there holds A\ n (u Bt \ u Ax) n (G \ H0) ^ 0 while A3 is not 
a subset of any block of the partition Bt. 
c) Supposition u A, = u Bn i eF , implies G0 = H0, then also (4.17,1). Let the 
supposition of condition (4.17,2) be satisfied. Then A1 n (G \ H0) ^ 0, A
1 n B\ ^ 0 
for some B\eB$. According to our supposition there exists A\eA$ such that 
A\<^B\, A\ CSA\^0. By (4.9,3) there is A1 = A\ so Aa
l s B\. 
d) From 4.8.1(a) it follows that u Aa does not respect the partition Ba. By supposi-
tion, any B\ e Ba contains some A
1 e Aa, thus B\ n u Aa ^ 0. Hence u Ba e u Aa. 
The reverse inclusion being evident, thus u Aa = u Ba. 
4.17.2 Corollary. Let A, B, C be partitions in a set G, let A, B commute, A g C S 
£ A v B. Then B, C commute if and only tfu C respects the partition B. 
Proof. The condition is necessary by 4.8.1. 
Sufficiency. Denoting Ax = A, A2 = B = B2, Bt = C, we get G0 = u A n u B, 
H0 = u B n u C. We shall prove that the conditions (4A7,1) and (4A7,2) will be 
satisfied. Let A1 = A1 e A, x e A1 n H0 n (G \ G0) ^ 0. Because of u A g u C, 
xeuADuBn(G\uAnuB) = 0 holds, which is a contradiction. 
Let A\ = B'eB, B1 n H 0 n ( G \ G 0 ) ^ 0. i T n A
1 = { C n B 1 , BnB1} holds. 
By assumption C n B1 is a partition on B1. Further B n B1 = {B1}. The partitions 
Cn B1, Bn B1 commute as they are comparable and "on" (on A\), thus - B n A 1 
is an associable system of partitions on Aa. Thus (4.17,1) is verified. We shall check 
(4.17,2'). 
Let A\ = A 1 e A , BI = C^C, A1 n ( G \ H 0 ) ?- 0, A
1 n C1 * 0. As A, B 
commute and A ^ C, there holds A1 n u B = 0, thus A1 e A v i?, consequently 
from the relations A ^ C g A v B and from the supposition A1 n C1 7- 0 it 
follows that A1 = C1. 
Let A1 = A x e A , B1 = B1 e B, A1 n ( G \ H 0 ) 7- 0, A
1 n B1 = 0. Then from the 
commutativity of A, B and from the relation A ^ C it follows that A1 n u B = 0, 
which is a contradiction with At1 n B1 # 0 . 
Let ^ = 5 1 e £ , £ j = C1 e C, B1 n (G \H 0 ) # 0 , B
1 n C1 * 0. Since n C 
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respects the partition B, there i s B 1 n u C = 0 - a contradiction with Bx n C1 # 0. 
Let A\ = Bx eB, B\ = B2 e B, B1 n (G \ H0) ^ 0, B
1 n B2 ^ 0. Then evidently 
B1 = B2. The proof is complete. 
4.17.3 Corollary ([6] Cor. 2.4). Let A, B9 C be partitions in a set G, let A, B com-
mute, A^C^AivB. 7 / r u A = u C ho/ds, rhert 5, C commute. 
Indeed, since A, 2? commute, by 4.8.1(a) u A ( = u C) respects the partition B. 
The assertion follows then from 4A7.2. 
4.18 Corollary. Let {At : le T} be an associable system of partitions in a set G, let 
{Tx : x e K} be a nonempty system of nonempty subsets of the set F. Then the system 
{ y At : x e K} is associable. 
»eTx 
Proof. Denote F0 = \JTX. By 4.5 the system {A. : ieT0} is associable. For 
xeK 
a e T 0 let us denote by Ba any partition V A, for which a e Tx. Further, denote G0 = 
= n ^ . , #o = n vBt. 
i e To i G To 
I. First we shall prove the following: 
A\ n u Bp ?- 0 for some a, 0 e F 0 , ^ n (G \ G0) # 0 => A\ e Bfi. • 
Let BQ = y At and fix B^ e ^ , x e A
1 n B^. For every y e B\ there exist indices 
<eT„ 
i0, il9 , ine Tx and elements xl9 xl9 . . . , xne G such that xAlox1Allx2 . . . xnAlny. 
Thus for certain blocks A\0 e A,0, . . . , A\n e Aln there holds x, ^ e ^ , xX, x2 G 
eA\l9...9xn9ye A
1 . By (4.9,3) we get successively A\ = AjQ, A\0 = A,
1,..., 
A1,. = Aln9y. Hence A
1 i ^ 1 . By the definition of Bp there is 2?̂  ^ Ap and 
there exist y e Tx and A
1 G Ay such that B^ 3 A
1 Hence A1 2 A1 so that by (4.9,3) 
A\ = A). Finally, A1 2 Bj 3 AJ = A1 and so A1 = B*fi. 
II. We shall show that (4.17.1) is true. Let A\ n (H0 \ G0) # 0. If Af
1 n u ^ = 0 
for some P e T0, then A
J n H0 = 0 — a contradiction. Thus A £ n u Bfi 7-= 0 for all 
BGF0. By I, A^ GB^ for all peT0. Hence for all /?GF 0 , ^ n ^ has the unique 
block A\. Then B n A1 is an associable system of partitions (on A1). Hence (4.17,1). 
Clerarly the condition (4.17,2') is satisfied by I. 
4.19 Let {Af : 1 e F} be an associable system of partitions in a set G, {Fx :xe K} 
a nonempty system of nonempty subsets of the set F, F0 = \J Tx. Let C = {Cx :xe K} 
xeK 
be a system of partitions in G, \f Cx ^ V At. Denote G0 = f\ u Ai9 H0 = 
x 6 K »e To 1 £ To 
= f| (u Cx u f|
 u -4«)' -The** /he system {Cx v Aa : x e K9 oc e Tx} is associable if 
xeK cterx 
and only if for x9 Xe K9 oce Tx9 p e FA, A
1 e Aa there holds: 
(4.19.1) A\ n (H0 \ G0) ^ 0 = C(A\) = {(Q v A^) n A\ : X e K, p e FA} /s an 
associable system of partitions (on A\). 
(4.19.2) A\ n (u Cx\u A,) n (G \H 0 ) * 0 => A\ e Ck or A\ eAfi. 
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Remark. The system C(Aa) in the condition (4.19,1) consists of the one-block 
partition {Aa} and of all partitions Cx n A\(X e K) for which /? e Tx exists such that 
Aa n u Ap = 0. . . 
In the condition (4.19,2) the statement on the right hand side of the implication 
can be replaced by Aa e Cx v Afi. 
Proof. For x e K, a e Fx let us denote Axa = Aa, Bxa = Cx v Aa. The system 
{A. : i e F0} is associable, consequently so is the system A = {Ax a : x e K, a e Fx}. 
For x e K, a e Fx there holds 
Ax,a = Aa g CxvAa = Bx,a ^ V Cxv V Ax = V Ax = V {Axy. % e K, 
X 6 K 16 To i e To 
a e rx}. 
By 4.17, the system B = {Bxx:xeK, ae Tx} = {Cx v Ax : x e K, aeTx} is 
associable if and only if the conditions (4.17,1) and (4.17,2) are satisfied, where G0 = 
= n u 4 , ff0 = n [u c„ u n u Aj. 
I € To x e K a 6 Tx 
Let x, XeK, a e F x , peTx, Ax,aeAx,a, B\^eBx^. 
We reformulate (4.17,1) for the present situation: 
Axa n (H0 \ G0) ^ 0 => Bn Ax a is an associable system of partitions (on A
x
x a). 
Consider a partition BXtPnAxa belonging to the system Bn Ali0l : BXtfin 
n Ax a = (Cx v Ap) n A\. By (4.9,3) for the associable system {A. : i e F0} there 
holds 
Alae V ^ l = C A v A , = CA. 
l e T o 
Hence we obtain: if Aa n u A^ = 0, then (CA v Ap) n Aa = CA n Aa. If Aa n 
n u A^ =?- 0, then Aa e Afi9 consequently (Cx v Ap) n ^4a has the unique block Aa. 
Such a case necessarily occurs, namely for X = x, /? = a. Then the condition (4.17,1) 
in our case reads: 
Aa n (H0 \ G0) ^ 0 => C(Aa) is an associable system of partitions (on Aa). 
Analogously we reformulate the condition (4.17,2): 
Ax,a n (u Bx§0 \ u A^) n (G \ H0) * 0 => A^ a e BA ^ . 
Using the original notation, this condition reads: 
(1) A\ n (u Cx\ u A^) n (G \ H0) # 0 => A,
1 e Q v ^ . 
Let us consider that Aa e V -4t. If A\ does not contain any block of the partition Afi, 
»eTo 
then it will be Aa e CA, if it contains, it will be Aa e A$ (by 4.9,3)). Conversely, let 
A* = C\ e Cx or Aa = A\ e Ap (and, of course, let the statement on the left of (1) 
be true). Evidently there holds A\ e \/ At. If Aan u Ap = 0, then A\ = C\ e 
i e T o 
£ CA v Afi; if Aa n u Afi # 0, then Aa = A^ for some A^ e Afi (by 4.9,3)) and with 
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regard to the relations A\ = A1 e V At ^ V Cx = Q -t will be A J. = Aj 6 CA v A^. 
J e To x e K 
Thus it is established that the statement on the reight of (1) can be equivalently written 
in the form A\ e Cx or A\ e Ap. 
4.19.1 The conditions (4.19,1) and (4.19,2) are satisfied trivially if there holds 
(4.19,3) u C „ g u A a , x e K , a e f r 
Theorem 4.17 will be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 4A9 if we put there 
K = F, F, = {i}, Cr = B, for all i e K(= F). 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.4a [6] are corollaries to Theorem 4.19, as well. Indeed, by 
introducing a suitable notation the condition (4.19,3) is evidently satisfied. (E.g. if 
we put in 4.19 K = F, F( = {i} for all i e K, Ct = B2 for i e Ti, Ct = B{ for i e F2 
we obtain Th. 2.4a) 
4.20 Let A, B, A', B' be partitions in a set G, A' v B' 5̂  A v B, let A, B commute. 
Then A v A', B v B' commute if and only if 
(4.20.1) u B' \ u B respects the partition A, 
u A' \ u A respects the partition B. 
Proof. In Theorem 4A9 let us put K = {V 2}, Ft = {i} for i e K, Aj = A, A2 = 
= B, C! = A', C2 = B'. Condition (4.19,2) is satisfied trivially. Indeed, H0 = 
= ( u A u u A') n ( u B u u B') 3 ( u A n u B') u ( u B n u A'), then A1 n 
n ( u B' \ u B) n (G \ Ho) g u A n u B' n (G \ Ho) = 0, B1 n ( u A' \ u A) n 
n (G \ H0) g u B n u A' n (G \ H0) = 0 and evidently A
1 n ( u A' \ u A) g 
g u A n ( u A' \ u A) = 0, B1 n ( u Br \ u B) = 0. Condition (4.19,1) reads (for 
a = 1): 
(1) A1 n (H0 \ Go) T̂  0 => {A
1}, B' n A1 are commuting partitions. 
Partitions {A1}, B' n A1 commute if and only if B' n A1 is a partition on A1 (or 
empty but this is evidently eliminated in (1)) and this is equivalent to the relation 
u B' 3 A' and to the relation u B' \ u B 3 A1 as well since by (4.9,2) A1 n u B # 
/ 0 = > A 1 n G O 7
, - 0 = > A 1 g G o - - a contradiction. The first statement in (1) 
is equivalent to the statement A1 n (u B' \ u B) # 0. Indeed, A1 n (H0 \ G0) = 
= (A1 n H0) \ Go = A
1 n (u A u u A') n (u B u u B') \ G0 = (A
1 n u B) u 
u (A1 n u B') \ (u A n u B) = (A1 n u B') \ (u A n u B) = (A1 n u B') \ 
\ (A1 n u B) = A1 n (u B' \ u B). Thus the first condition in (4.20,1) is verified. 
The second is obtained similarly. 
4.20.1 Condition (4.20,1) is evidently satisfied if there holds 
(4.20.2) u A' g u A, u B' £ u B. 
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4.20.2 Cor. 2.6 and Cor. 2.7a in [6] are consequences of Theorem 4.20. In the first 
case it suffices to put A = A', B' = C. In both cases condition (4.20,2) is satisfied. 
4.20.3 We specialize Theorems 4.20 by putting requirements on A and A' or B 
and B', respectively. 
Let A, A', B, B', C, D be partitions in a set G, A, B commute, A' v B' <£ A v B, 
C — A v B. Then the following assertions I to 5 hold: 
(1) IfA g A', B ^ B', then the following conditions are equivalent: 
a) A', B' commute 
b) (4.20,1) is true 
c) (u A'- n u B') \ (u A n u B) respects the partitions A and B 
(2) A, B v C commute if and only if\jC\uB respects the partition A. If we 
suppose moreover that A A B = C, then A, B v C commute if and only ifu C respects 
the partition A. (See Cor. 2.6[6].) 
(3) A v C, B v C commute if and only if u C \ u B respects the partition A and 
u C \ u A respects the partition B. 
(A) If A •£ C, then B, C commute if and only if u C respects the partition B (See 
4.17.2). 
(5) 1/uBnuCguA, u A n u D g u B , then the partitions A v (B A C), 
B v (A A D) commute. (Cf. Cor. 2.12 [6] and 4.25.). 
Proof: (1) We apply Theorem 4.19 in the same manner as in the proof to Theorem 
4.20. Condition (4.19,2) is satisfied trivially (see proof to 4,20). Condition (4.19,1) 
can be formulated as follows (for a = 1, Ax = A, A
1 e A): 
(i) A1 n (H0 \G0) ^ 0 => {A
1}, B' n A1 are commuting partitions on A1. 
The first statement in (i) is equivalent to the following 
A1 n [(u A' n u B') \ (u A n u B) * 0. 
The second statement in (i) is equivalent to the fact that B' n A1 is a partition on A1 
and this is equivalent to the relation u B' 2 A1 and also to the relation \J B'\ 
\ (u A n u B) 3 A1 (since A1 n (H0 \ G0) ?- 0 => A
1 g G \ G0 - by (4.9,2)). Be-
cause of A1 Q u A', the last relation can be equivalently formulated in the form 
(u A' n u B') \ (u A n u B) 3 A1. It follows that the condition (i) is equivalent to 
the statement: (u A' n u B') \ (u A n u 5) respects the partition A. That it also 
respects the partition B can be proved by a similar argument (formulate (4.19,1) 
for a = 2). So we have got the equivalence between a) and c). The equivalence bet-
ween a) and b) follows directly from 4.20. 
(2) The first assertion follows from 4.20 by putting A = A', B' -= C. The second 
assertion: If A, B v C commute, then \j C\\J B respects the partition A. Hence if 
A1 n (u C \ u B) # 0, then A1 g u C. If A1 n u B n u C # 0, then from the 
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commutativity of A, B and from the supposition A A B = C it follows that A
1 £ 
g u B n u A g u C . If now, conversely, u C respects A and A1 n (u C \ u B) ^ 0, 
then using commutativity of A, B it follows that A1 g u C and A1 g G \ u B, then -
AxguC\uB. 
(3) can be obtained from 4.20 for A' = B' = C. 
(4) 4.20 for A = A' = C, B' = B. 
(5) If we put A' = B A C, B' = A A D, the condition (4.20,2) will be satisfied. 
4.21 Let A, B, A', B' be congruences in an Q-group. Then A A A', B A B' commute 
if and only if [_A'(0) n A(O)] u [B'(O) n B(O)] g u A n u B n u A ' n u B ' . 
The assertion is obtained immediately from [12] 3.9. 
4.21.1 Corollary. Let A, B, A', B' be congruences in an Q-group, A, B commute. Then 
A A A', B A B' commute if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
a) A'(0) n A(O) g u B', B'(0) n B(0) g u A' (the condition is also necessary) 
b) A = B', B S A' 
c) A', B' commute. 
Proof, a) follows immediately from 4.21, b) and c) follow from a). 
4.21.2 Remark. Assertion 4.21.1 b) agrees to Cor. 2.9 [6] applied to congruences 
in .Q-group. 
4.22 Let A = {A, : i e F} be an associable system of partitions in a set G, B a parti-
tion in G, G0 = fl u At, H = u B n G0, F! g F, F2 = F \ Fj. The system B = 
i e T 
= {Aa : a e F2} u {B A AM : /xeF2} is associable if and only if the following 
conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 hold provided that T2 = 2, Ft / 0, conditions I', 2, 3 and 4 
provided that card F2 = 1, and condition V provided that Fx = 0: 
(4.22.1) B n H = Aa n H, a e F! 
(4.22, V) B n H is an associable system of partitions (on H) 
(4.22.2) H respects the partition Aa, a e Fx 
(4.22.3) a, $ e Fx => Aa n (G0 \ H) = Ap n (G0 \ H) 
(4.22.4) oceT1,fier2, Aa n A
1 n B1 n (G \ G0) * 0 => A\ g B
1. 
Remark. For the cases of card F2 = 1 or FA = 0 the problem is solved unsatis-
factorily in the sense that the Theorem gives a trivial result for partitions "on". 
Proof. Denote Ba = Aa for a e Ft, B^ = B A A^ for p e F2. 
I. Suppose that the systems A, B are associable. 
1. By (4.9,1) for B, B n H is &n associable system of partitions on H. This is 
a stronger variant of the condition V. Now let card F2 = 2, let a V (B n H) z hold 
for a, z e ^ . Choose //, v e F 2 , # ?- v. Let x* V ( . 5 n / Y ) ^ , x, XeT, hold for 
a system {xl : i e F} where xM = a, xv = z. Then there exists x e H such that 
**(£„ n H) x, x 6 F, then **(£ n H) x, XET2, hence a = x\B n H)x
v = z. The 
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element a can run through the entire block of the partition V (B n H) containing the 
element z. Therefore B n H ^ V (# n H) = Aa n H, a e Fx, which is the condition 1. 
2. From (4.9,2) for 5 we get 2. 
3. By (4.9,3) for B one gets: 
a, PeTl9 AinA
1n(Go\H)#0=>Aa
1 = A1. 
From (4.9,2) for A it follows that Aa n (G0 \ H) and A^ n (G0 \ H) are partitions 
on G0 \ H, thus Aa n (G0 \ H) = Ap n (G0 \ H), which is the condition 3. 
4) From the condition a e Ft, //. e F2, A^J n A\ n B
1 n (G \ G0) ^ 0 it follows by 
(4.9,3) for B that A1 = A1 n B1 e B1. 
II. Sufficiency. 1. Condition (4.9,1) for 5 is identical with the condition V of our 
Theorem. Then if card F2 = 1 or Ft = 0, (4.9,1) is satisfied for B. Let Tx ^ 0, 
card F2 _ 2. If we prove that the system A in H is associable, the suppositions of 
Theorem 2.5 [6] for the systems A n H, B n H will be satisfied as it follows from 
the condition I of our Theorem, hence the system B n H will be associable, i.e. the 
condition (4.9,1) will be satisfied for B. Then let x* V (A n H)x\ K, A e F, hold for 
{xl :ieT}. Then x* V (^ n G0) x\ x, /I e F. Since, by (4.9,1) for A A n G0 is an 
associable system of partitions on G0, x e G0 will exist by 4.4 such that x'(At n G0) x, 
i e F. For a e f , and for suitable A\ e Aa there is x
a e A1 n H, then by condition 
2 of our Theorem there si A\ g H and consequently x e H since x e A\. Hence 
xl(A. n H) x, i e r, i.e. the system A n H is associable. 
2. Condition (4.9,2) for 2? is satisfied provided that a e Tx as it follows from the 
condition 2 of our Theorem. Let /L e F2, B\ n H = 0, B^ = A^ n B
1. Then A1 n G0 ^ 
T«- 0, thus A^ s G0 and hence B\ = A^ n B
1 e G0 n u B = H; so condition (4.9,2) 
applied to 5 holds for ^ e F2 as well. 
3. First case. Let a, peTl9 A
1 n A J n (G \ H) # 0. If A J n A lfi n (G \ G0) # 0, 
then A^ = A^ by (4.9,3) for A. If A1 n A1 n (G0 \ H) * 0, then A\,A\<^ G0 holds 
by (4.9,2) for A and by condition 2 of our Theorem there will be A\, A\ g G \ H, 
thus A\,A\ g G0 \ H From the condition 3 of our Theorem it follows that A
1 = A\ . 
Thereofre (4.9,3) for B is verified for the first case. 
Second case. Let now a e Ft, \x e F2, A\nB\n(G\ H) ^ 0, B\ = A
1 n B1. 
Since A1 n A1 n B1 n (G \ H) g u B, there holds A\ n Ai n B1 n (G \ G0) ^ 0, 
then by (4.9,3) for A there is A\ = A^ and by the condition 4 of our Theorem one 
gets A\ g -ff1, consequently A1 = Aj[ n B1 = A1 n B1 = B^, i.e. (4.9,3) holds 
for B again. 
Third case. Let fi, v e F 2 , (AM A B)
1 n (Av A B)
1 n ( G \ H ) * 0. Evidently 
(AM A Bf = A
1 n i ? \ (Av A B)
1 = A1 n B1 where A1, A1, B1 are blocks of the 
partitions A^9 Av, B, respectively, containing the element x. Then we have A
1 n 
n A1 n 2?1 n (G \ H) ?- 0. As in the previous case there will be A1 n A) n Bv n 
n (G \G 0 ) # 0, consequently by (4.9,3) for A we have A
1 = A1. Hence (A^ A 
A Bf = A^nB1 = A\ n B1 = (Av A B)
1. This completes the proof. 
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4.22.1 lfF\ 7-̂  0, B ^ Aa, a e F!, then the conditions of Theorem 4.22 are satisfied. 
Remark. Th. 2.5 [6] is thus a consequence of Theorem 4.22. 
Proof. From the condition B ^ Aa, a e Fx ^ 0, it follows that G0 = H, thus 
condition 2 follows from the associability of the system A and conditions 1, 3, 4 
are satisfied trivially. Condition 1' is also satisfied since, by Theorem 2.5 [6] system B 
is associable and by (4.9,1) for B, the system B n H is associable as well. 
4.22.2 Corollary. Let A = {A, : i e F} be an associable system of partitions on 
a set G, B a partition on G, 0 ^ F, g F, card (F \ Fx) ;> 2. Then the system B = 
= {Aa : a e Fx} u {B A AM : jn e F \ FJ is associable if and only if B ^ Aa, a 6 Fx. 
P r o o f follows directly from 4.22. 
4.22.3 Remark. Theorem 4.22.2 does not hold when card (F \ Fx) = 1. In greater 
detail: Let 0 # F{, card (F \ r{) = V let the system A be associable. Then it holds: 
B ^ Aa, a e F! => the system 5 is associable (by 4.22 and 4.22.1). The implication 
cannot be inverted (not even in the case of partitions "on") as the following example 
shows: the system B = {A1? B A A2} is associable, the system A = {Al9 A2} is 
associable as well but B < Al9 where G = {V 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, AA = {{1, 2, 3, 4}, 
{5, 6}}, A2 = {{V 3, 5}, {2, 4, 6}}, B = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}}. 
4.22.4 Definition. Let A be a partition in a set G, F g G. Under A • F we under­
stand the set of all blocks of the partition A that are incident with the set F. The 
partition A U F is called the closure of the set F in the partition A ([3,4] 2.3). 
4.22.5 Corollary. Let A — {A l : i e F} be an associable system of partitions in 
a set G, B a partition in G, u B 3 G0 = f| u ^ „ ^ g f, f2 = F \ Fx. The system 
teГ 
B = {Aa : a e Fj} u {B A A7i : /i e F2} zs associable if and only if the following 
condition 5 holds provided that card F2 ^ 2, Fx ^ 0, conditions 5' and 6 provided that 
card F2 = 1 and condition 5' provided that Fx = 0: 
(4.22.5) B ^ Aa Z] (u AM n u B), a e F!, /x e F2, 
(4.22,5') 5 n G0 /s an associable system of partitions (on G0) 
(4.22.6) B^ Aa^[uA/inuBn(G\G0)],aeF1,iueF2. 
Proof. From the supposition u B 3 G0 it follows that H = G0 n u 5 = 
= G0. Condition (4.22,V) is then identical with condition (4.22,5') (so the case 
Fi = 0 is established), condition (4.22,2) follows from the associability of the 
system A (see (4.9,2)) and condition (4.22,3) is satisfied trivially. From the con­
dition (4.22,4) it follows that for ae Tl9 fxe F2 and for FM = u A^ n u Bn 
n (G \ G0) it holds B ^ Aa 3 F^. Conversely, from this condition we obtain 
(4.22,4) for x e A\ n A\ n B1 n (G \ G0) implies x G A* n FM, thus 5
1 2 A\. Hence 
the case card F2 = 1 is established. 
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Now let card F2 = 2, Fx ?- 0. From the condition (4.22,1) it follows B = Bn 
H Go _ ^ a n Go = Aa 3 Go for a e Fi, which together with (4.22,6) gives B = 
_ Aa 13 (U AM n UB) for a 6 Fj, /i eF 2 , which is condition (4.22,5). Conversely, 
let (4.22,5) hold. Then on the one hand B = Aa u F^ for F^ g u A„ n u 5 -
then (4.22,4) holds, and on the other hand B = Aa u G0 for G0 g u AM n u B and 
hence _? = Aa ZJ G0 = Aa n G0, then _? n G0 =• Aa VI G0 (a e Ft) - thus condition 
(4.22,1) is verified as required. The Theorem is proved. 
4.22.6 Corollary. Let {A. : 1 e F} be an associable system of congruences in an 
Q-group G,Ba congruence in G, G0 = (\ u A., H = G0 n u B, F, g F, F2 = F \ Fx. 
i e T 
Fhe system B — {Aa : a e Ft} u {B A AM : ^ e F 2 } /s associable if and only if the 
following conditions 7, 8, 9 and 10 hold provided that card F2 = 2, Fx 7-= 0, conditions 
7', 8, 9 and 10 provided that card F2 = 1 and condition T provided that ri = 0; 
(4.22.7) G0 n B(O) 3 Aa(O) n u B, a e F! 
(4,22,7') Bn H is an associable system of congruences (on H) 
(4.22.8) Aa(O) g u B, a e Fx 
(4.22.9) u B $ G0 => Aa(O) = Ap(0) for all a j e f j 
(4.22.10) a e Ft, /* e F2, u Aa n u AM n u B n (G \ G0) ^ 0 => Aa(O) g B(O). 
The Theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.22. 
4.22.7 Let {A t : 1 e F} be an associable system of congruences in an Q-group G, B 
a congruence in G, u B = G0 = f] u A., Fx g F, F2 = F \ Fi. Then the system 
B = {Aa : a e Fx} u {B A Ap : / i e F2} /s associable if and only if condition 11 is 
satisfied provided that card F2 ^ 2 , Fi # 0, conditions IV, 12 provided that 
card F2 = 1 and condition IV provided that F2 = 0: 
(4.22.11) _ ( O ) 2 A(O),aeF! 
(4.22,1V) B n Go w «« associable system of congruences (on G0) 
(4.22.12) a e rl9 p e F2, u Aa n u AM n u _? n (G \ G0) # 0 => Aa(O) g _(O). 
The Theorem is a consequence of 4.22.5. 
4.22.8 In particular, it holds: Lel congruences A, B in an Q-group G commute, let 
u C 3 u A n u j [ ? hold for a congruence C in G. Then lhe congruences A, B A C 
commute. 
Proof. We shall use Theorem 4.22.7 for card F2 = 1. Condition (4.22,12) is 
satisfied trivially, condition (4.22,1V) requires the permutability of congruences 
A n (u A n u B), (C A B) n (u A n u B). Regarding u C s u A n u i ? , these 
congruences are on u A n u _?, and so commute. 
Remark. In Theorem 4.22.8, which has been just proved, the following fact can be 
demonstrated: From the associability of the system {A. : 1 e f } and the validity of 
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(4.22,1V) and (4.22,12) (see Theorem 4.22.7) may follow the associability of the 
system B, even if the relation u B 2 G0 or - using the same notation as in 4.22.8 — 
the relation u C s u A n u i ? fails. 
Indeed, the assertion of Theorem 4.22.8 holds if the requirement u C s u A n u i ? 
is replaced by the condition u C 3 A(O) (this can be easily deduced from [12] 3.9). 
Commuting congruences A, B in (2-group can be easily found as well, for which 
u A n u B 7- A(0). If we choose a congruence C such that u C = A(0), it will be 
u A n u B J u C . 
4.22.9 (I) Let A,B,C be partitions in asetG,A,B commute, i / = u A n u l ? n u C . 
Then A, B A C commute if and only if the partitions A n H, (B A C) n H commute 
and H respects the partition A. 
(II) Let A, B, C be congruences in an Q-group G, A, B commute. Then A, B A C 
commute if and only if A(0) £ u C. 
Proof. (I) It suffices to formulate the conditions V, 2, 3 and 4 of Theorem 4.22 for 
the case that the partitions Ax, A2, B are denoted by A, B, C: 
(V) A n H, (B A C) n H commute, (2) H respects the partition A. Condition (3) 
is satisfied evidently, condition (4) trivially. 
(II) If A, B, C are congruences, then An H, (B A C) n H as congruences on 
the .Q-group H commute, therefore (V) holds. Condition (2) is equivalent to the 
condition A(O) e u C. It is evidently implied by condition (2) and it implies it as 
well for A(O) g u A n u B. 
Remark. 1. Assertion (II) can be very easily deduced from 4.22.6 or from 4.21.1(a). 
2. From (I) there follows Cor. 2.8 [6]. Namely, if A :g C, then u C and conse-
quently even H respect A. A n H, (B A C) n-H commute as well, since for x, ye H 
there holds: 
xA(B A C) y => xABy, xACy (see, e.g. 4.14) => xBAy, xCAy (since the comparable 
partitions A n H = C n H on the set H commute) => x(BA A CA) y => x(B A C) Ay 
(see 4.14). The reverse implications hold as well (by an analogous argument). This 
completes the proof. 
4.23 Let A = {A. : le F} be a system of partitions in a set G, B a partition in G, 
Go = \Ju Al9 H = Go n u B, Fx s F, F2 = F \ Tx. Let the system B = {Aa : 
: a e Fx} u {B A AM : ju e F2} be associable, \/ A = \/ B. Then the system A is 
associable if and only if there holds: 







Proof. Denoting J?, = A,0 eFA), resp. = B A A.(i eF 2) it will be Bt <> A. <; 
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<; V Bt. By 4A7 the system A is associable if and only if (4.17,1) and (4.17,2) hold. 
The first condition will be reduced to a) in the present case, the second to b). 
4.23.1 Corollary. Let A = {At : i e F} be a system of partitions on a set G, B 
a partition on G, Fx _ F, F2 = F\ Tx. Let the system B = {Aa : a e f j } u 
u {B A Ap : fie F2} be associable, y A = V B. Then the system A is associable. 
4.23.2 Remark. The associability of both the systems A and B does not imply the 
equation V -4 = V B (not even in the case of partitions "on") as it is shown by the 
following example: G = {1, 2, 3, 4}, Ax = {{I, 2}, {3, 4}}, A2 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}, 
B = A!. The partitions Ax, A2 commute, the partitions Ax, B A A2, too. There 
holds A! V A2 = Gmax, A! V (B A A2) = A! ^ Gmax. 
4.24 Let A = {At : IE F} be an associable system of partitions in a set G, B, C 
partitions in G, Tx s F, F2 = F \ Tx, card Tx = 2, card F2 _ 2, u B^f\ u At 
ier 
( = Go), u C 2 Go n u B. The system C = {C A Aa : a e FJ u {B A A,t : ju e F2} 
is associable if there holds 
(4.24.1) B = A 3 (u AM n u B), a e Ft, /i e F2 
(4.24.2) C = AM - (u Aa n u C), a e Tx, /£ e F2. 
Proof. From 4.22.5 it follows that condition (4.24,1) implies the associability of 
the system B = {Aa : a e Fx} u {B A AM : /I e F2}. From condition (4.24,2) it 
follows immediately that C ;> (B A A J 3 (u Aa n u C), a e Fx, // e F2. Since we 
assume u C _ G0 n u B, the system C is associable by 4.22.5. 
4.25 The following two theorems represent modifications of Cor. 2A2 [6] for 
congruences in .Q-group. 
(1) Let A, B, C, D be congruences in an Q-group G, A, B commute, A ^ C, B g D. 
Then the congruences 
Ax = A(B A C) = C A AB and Bx = B(A A D) = D A AB commute. The 
partitions 
A2 = A vP(B A C) = C A (A vP B) andB2 = B v P(A A D) = D v (B vP D) 
commute as well. 
(2) Let A,B, C, D be congruences in an Q-group G. Let every two successive partitions 
in the sequence A, B, C, D, A commute. Then the partitions 
A2 = A v P(B A C), B2 = B vP(A A D) 
commute. 
Remark. Further commuting pairs will be obtained by cyclic permutations of the 
ordered set A, B, C, D. 
Proof. (1) Two expressions of At and Bt follow from 4A4. Ax is a congruence for 
C A AB is a congruence by [12] 3.3. Similarly for Bt. 
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Two expressions of A2 follow from the commutativity of A9 B; by [12] 3.9.2 there 
holds namely (B9 A) M* in P(G). Similarly for B2. 
The commutativity of Al5 Bt: 
By [12] 3.5.5 there holds (with regard to the relations 
A(O) u B(0) g u ,4 n u £ , u A g u C, u £ u u D) 
u A! = .A(O) + u A n u l * * n u C = u A n u i ? , u Bt = u i n u 5 
Ai(O) = A(O) + u A n B(0) n C(O) g u A n u 5 = uJ» l f J?i(O) g u ^ . 
Then the congruences A1? Bx commute by [12] (3.9). 
In proving commutativity of the partitions A2, B2 we need prove at first that each 
of the partitions A and B A C commutes with each of B and A A D. 
A, B A C commute by 4.14.2 and since B A C ^ D, B A C9 A A D commute as 
well. The congruences A, A A D commute ([12] 3.9) since 
A(O) g u B g u D => A(O) £ u A n u D = u (A A D), 
(A A D) (O) = A(O) n D(O) g u A. 
Analogously, B9 B A C commute. By 4.15 
A2 = A v P(B A C) commutes with B and with A A D, 
consequently, by 4.15 again, A2 commutes with B v P(A A D) = B2. 
(2) Similarly as in (1), to prove the commutativity of A2, Bl9 it suffices to prove 
that each of the partitions A and B A C commutes with each of B and A A D. By 
4.13.3A ,AAD commute and B9 B A C as well. The congruences B A C, A A D 
also commute since (B A C) (O) = B(0) n C(O) g u A n u D = u (A A D), 
(A A D) (O) = A(O) n D(O) g u 5 n u C = u (5 A C). 
4.26 Lef A, B9 C be congruences in an Q-group9 A, £ commute, C ~ (A v PC) A 
A (B vP C) and C(0) g u A. Then A, C commute. lf9 moreover, C £ A vPBholds, 
then B9 C also commute. 
Remark. 4.26 is a generalization of Th. 2.8 [6] referred to congruences. 
Proof. Condition C = (A v P C) A (B V PC) implies u C = ( u A u u C ) n 
n ( u i ? u u C ) i i u A n u i ? . The condition of commutativity of A9 B leads to 
A(O) g u A n u i ? g u C . This together with the condition C(O) £ u ^ gives the 
commutativity of A, C. 
If, moreover, there holds C ^ A v PB9 we have A ^ A v PC <£ A v PB. By 
4.17.2 A v P C9 B will commute if u A n u C respects 5. This holds, however, for 
u A s -9(0), u C 3 u A n u . # 2 B(0). 
Now we apply Theorem 4.22.9 (I) to the triple of partitions B9 A vPC,C. Then B9 
(A vPC) A C = C commute if and only if BnH9Cn H (where # = u Bnu Q 
commute (which is satisfied for there are considered congruences on the 0-group H) 
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and if B1 nv B n u C ^ 0 implies B1 £ u C. This later condition means that the 
set u C respects the partition B, i.e. B(O) i u C This, however, holds as well as 
we have shown above. 
4.27 Let A, B, C be congruences in an 0-group, A, B commute) C is between A and B 
(i.e. (A A C) v P(B A C) = C = (A v P C) A (B V P C)). Then A, C commute andB, C 
commute. 
Proof. By 3.5.7 there holds 
C(0) = [A(O) n C(O) + u A n u C n B(0) n C(O)] u [ u B n u C n A(O) n 
n C(O) + £(O) n C(O)]. 
With regard to the relation A(O) u B(O) £ u A n u £ ([12] 3.9) one gets 
C(O) = A(O) n C(O) + B(0) n C(O) £ u A n u B. 
So it is proved that the conditions of Theorem 4.26 are satisfied. Then A, C commute 
and B, C commute. 
4.27.1 The previous Theorem represents a generalization of Cor. 2A3 [6] related 
to the congruences in an O-group. 
4.28 (See Th. 2.10'[6]). Let A, B be congruences in an Q-group G. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) Every partition CeP(G), A A B ^ C _ A, commutes with B. 
(2) Every partition C e P(G), A A B _ C _ B, commutes with A. 
(3) A, B commute and A(0), B(0) are comparable sets. 
(4) A(O) £ B(0) £ u A or B(0) £ A(O) g u £. 
Proof. We shall use Theorem 2.10 [6] by which (1) is equivalent to the following 
condition: 
(5) A, B commute and any block V of the partition A v PB either does not contain 
any block of the partition A or contains a block A1 e A such that any block A2 e A, 
A2 =>- A1, A2 £ V, is contained in a block of the partition B. 
In proving the equivalence (3) <=> (5), we shall prove (1) <=> (3). Since condition (3) 
is symmetric with regard to A, B, we have immediately (2)<=>(3). The equivalence 
(4) <=> (3) follows from 3.9. > 
Let the condition (5) be satisfied. The block VeA vPB containing OeG 
contains A(O) and B(0). From the commutativity of A, B it follows by 4.8.1 that 
u A nu B respects the partition A v PB, then V £ u A n u B. If A(O) is the unique 
block of A contained in V, then V is on the one hand equal to A(0) and on the other 
hand is union of these blocks of B which are incident with A(0), i.e. A(O) = V = 
= A(0) + B(0). Hence B(0) £ A(O). Let V contain a block of A different from 
A(O), e.g. v + A(O). Then from (5) it follows that A(O) or v + A(O) is a subset of 
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a block of B. The first case gives A(O) s B(O), the other v + A(0) g v -f 5(O), 
hence again A(O) g B(O). Finally: A(O) and B(O) are comparable sets. 
Let (3) hold. From 4.8.1 it follows that u A n u B respects the partition A v PB. 
Then any block VeA v P i? is a subset of some of the sets u A \ u i?, u A n u 2?, 
u B\u A. Let V contain two distinct blocks of A. Then Kg u A n u B. The 
partitions A=An(uAnuB) and B = B n (u A n u 1?) are congruences on the 
0-group u A n u B and VeA v P B. If A(O) g 5(O), then Z = 5, consequently 
each block of Z which is a subset of V is a subset of a block of B. If J5(O) g -4(O), 
then B _̂  A, thus V contains the unique block of A and consequently of A as well. 
This completes the proof. 
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